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About Sellektor 
 
 

Poland-based fashion 
aggregator, offering a 
selection of clothes, 
accessories and cosmetics 
from international stores 
with makeover 
suggestions.  
 

 
Website 
 
 

www.sellektor.com 
 

 
Goals  
 

ü Ensure optimum 
profitability and growth 

ü Deliver significant 
traffic and conversions 
at lowest possible cost 

ü Increase number of 
visitors  
 

 
Approach   

ü Long tail network 
search campaign using 
Dynamic Search Ads 
and data exchange 
system between the 
website and AdWords  

ü Enhanced conversion 
tracking including data 
imported from third 
party shopping carts 

ü Automatic bid 
management by 
DoubleClick Search 

ü Marginal conversion 
cost management and 
budget scenario 
planning based on bid 
simulator data  

 

 
Results  
 

ü CPC < €0.02 
ü 637k unique users*  
ü Systematic growth of 

traffic and revenue 
 

   
“AdWords campaign is our 
most important and 
profitable source of traffic.  
I wouldn’t be exaggerating 
if I said that we have built 
our business based on the 
Google advertising 
program and a good 
partnership with Google 
Partner agency.” 
 
Aleksandra Kazimierska 
Co-founder & Board Member 
Sellektor 
 
 * data for Q1 2017 

Sellektor.com: From Startup to 600k+ UU  
 

Officially started in 2015, fashion aggregator Sellektor.com offers over 5000 brands in 
hundreds of categories of products. Today, in 2017, the website has 600k+ unique 
users per quarter and produces 100k+ redirects to partner e-commerce websites every 
month.   
 

Starting up  
At the end of 2014, the beta version of sellektor.com was already online. As a startup 
company, Sellektor had no brand recognition or client base and website traffic was 
virtually zero. The company chose a Google Partner agency, Adequate Interactive 
Boutique, as their online marketing partner.  
The agency helped Sellektor to create a media plan according to the company’s 
business plan and to verify the forecasts of website traffic and ROAS. The 
recommendation was to start with Google AdWords as potentially the most cost-
efficient source of converting traffic with instant effect. The plan also assumed 
investment in other sources of traffic in the following months.  
 

AdWords campaigns  
The base of AdWords activity was a Google Search Network campaign using a wide 
set of long tail keywords with ad texts and landing pages relevant to keywords. 
Dynamic Search Ads were used, as it remains practically impossible manually to 
create and to manage such a campaign for a website with such comprehensive and 
dynamically changing content.  
In order to achieve better control over the campaign, to obtain more precise bid 
management and to increase transparency, we have additionally created a standard 
search network campaign using a custom made data exchange system that generates 
and modifies the relevant campaigns, ad groups, ads, keywords and ad extensions 
based on the actual website content. We have also started display network campaigns 
including dynamic remarketing.  
 

Conversion tracking and optimization 
As with any aggregator, Sellektor solely redirects their users to partner websites. The 
redirect is only a microconversion and the eventual purchase takes place in a third 
party shopping cart. In order to ensure precise conversion and ROAS tracking, offline 
conversion import was used.  
Manual bid management and AdWords native bid optimizers using flexible bid 
strategies quickly became insufficient to manage growing campaigns. We decided to 
employ DoubleClick Search to enable more complex ROAS strategies across devices 
and allow automation, including conversion data import via API.  
 

Traffic, budget and profitability planning 
Media planning was backed with the agency’s internally developed concepts and 
mathematical models including marginal conversion cost monitoring, portfolio bidding 
principles and profit-driven optimization 
formulas (see: http://goo.gl/X2atFn).  
AdWords Bid Simulator data made it possible 
to create traffic and revenue forecasts 
depending on different budget scenarios. It 
helped to diversify the investments in traffic 
sources such as social media, SEO and 
content marketing, and to assign optimum 
budgets to maximize cost efficiency and to 
fulfill the company’s growth goals, cost control 
and profitability. 
After over 2 years of traffic and revenue 
growth, the company is still expanding with 
the best yet to come.  

 


